Welcome all to this Concise and Contemporary History which
tells the most important facts from the beginning up to the year
2018. All facts presented are correct based on scientific
knowledge and observations and if anything should be proven
otherwise I will gladly correct it and post correction on my
website.
This book is good general reading for all ages. Everything in
it is decent. There is no foul language or objectional content.
The author presents the facts most of which can be verified.
Sources are listed. There is an extensive bibliography for this
history which is part of the Educational Archive of Macomb
County has about 10,000 images and soon nearly 20,000 pages
of text. Its index alone is 500 pages long. See website. There are
also a few contemporary Quotes and memes which may be
considered opinions most commonly held.
This booklet has already been welcomed by many teachers for
supplemental use. In general very little history is taught in our
schools today. We veterans find it a shame that many of our
graduates don’t even know who we fought in WWII and why.
History is very important. No not the memorization of dates,
names and places but rather for the practical experience and
lessons it provides. It is like a science experiment. We can see
what humans do given various factors such as the effect of laws
and enforcement.
To not learn from history often means repeating the mistakes
of the past. And it appears we are making a lot of those mistakes.
To improve the present and future we need to be aware of what is
going on, get all of the facts and then use wise management and
science to solve problems to create a better life for all. Instead of
just watching and seeing suffering let’s improve things. Why not
improve things while we can. Why not prevent repeating the
mistakes of the past?
Copyright 2018 Professor Wesley Edward Arnold Warren
Michigan. Your Ideas welcome send to
wecare@dogoodforall.today
See websites
http://dogoodforall.today
http://scouthandbook.info http://easiestlanguage.info

A few observations and ideas: TOO MANY INNOCENT PEOPLE
and CHILDREN HAVE SUFFERED and DIED NEEDLESSLY
even at present time. And the suffering continues today with needless
poverty, crime, cruelty, slavery, abuse, lack of jobs, lack of training, lack
of economic opportunity, censorship, and not making human rights listed
in The Universal Declaration of Human Rights available to all.
Governments instead of protecting citizens, especially children are
allowing others to kill them, to steal and destroy their property,
education and future. Lesson if people do nothing such as make laws and
enforce them this will continue. Discussion and dispute resolution are
better ways to solve disputes than wars. Many wars were carried on
for profit. Exp: Halliburton made billions from the Iraq war.
Corporations made millions while our boys died. Corporations only
care about profits. Put People ahead of profits. Over 200 corps pay no
income tax because Congress gets millions from them to favor corps.
That puts the burden on workers.
We have created abundance for nearly everyone. Look at Walmart just
about everything anyone needs except affordable housing, medical
coverage, and a decent well paying job. CEOs and administrators make
millions but employees are not given a living wage. Corps and the rich
are hogging the profits. This has cut the middle class. We are now in a
recession. 100s of vacant businesses and people forced to buy used cars.
Many workers now can’t buy what they could 20 years ago.
30 other countries have universal medical care, most with better care.
Gouging and denial of services or needed medicine is not allowed. Here
medical corporations and hospitals: charge outrageous prices, deny
needed medical services & needed medicine. Good Health care should
be available to all.
Automation is here like it or not. Machines with AI are replacing
humans now and soon in many jobs. Although we have a shortage of
trained workers now the machines will be filling those jobs and there
will be massive unemployment with very few new jobs created. What to
do for income? Everyone on welfare will not work. We need a basic
income for all. One idea is to have the government use free prison labor
to put up solar panels nation wide to get free power daily. Have the
electric companies buy this power and put the huge profit into a fund.
Give every citizen an equal financial credit share of this fund. This can
provide at least minimum income for all citizens including children.
This could finally end welfare. And all would still be free to work.
We have started an IMPROVING THINGS FOR ALL THINK
TANK to share ideas on how to create a better present and future. You
are welcome to join (its free) and share ideas. Go to dogoodforall.today
website and click on ThinkTank

HISTORY TEACHES DON’T EVEN TRY
DRUGS. They grab ahold of you and
will not let go. Many have wrecked
their and their families lives and died.

Geodesic Domes offer great possibilities. They
can also be made extremely strong.

In the future we will probably have high speed rail. Steel wheel on
rail is still the most efficient method but levitation using magnetic
fields to actually raise the “pod” above a guide rail is even more
efficient. People may be able to go from New York to California in an
hour. If put in tubes under ground they are safe from snow, ice heat
and rain. The temperature there is 60 degrees year round. These can
be combined with tornado and hurricane free underground shopping
malls. As in Toronto and NY you will be able to get to a couple of
blocks of anywhere quickly and safely with no traffic or parking
hassles and read your book or paper or enjoy looking at videos.

Phones will be replaced by glasses or wrist bands.
And you will blink or twitch to make selections. They
will be 3D and stereo. The screen will appear as an
Imax screen would full size to your eyes but actually
just full in the glasses.

A few more observations of history and lessons
For Old history look at a world almanac most of what you see is
wars, wars, wars which means slaughtering, slaughtering,
slaughtering, cruel and exceedingly painful and totally needless for
thousands of years and continuing into the present.
History shows that: There are better ways to handle disputes. Use
discussion, even games sometimes work. And it helps is both parties
can speak the same language. When there are two groups who do
not understand each others language conflict resolution is very
difficult. Often in disputes they find it easer to fight which often
leads to killing. There is a wonderful solution that few in the US
know about. There is an International Vocabulary which Speakers of
English already know 2000 of its words. It forms all grammar with
only 16 grammar rules with no exceptions. It is learnable to a basic
fluency in 1 month. It helps language students learn other languages
faster. But it allows communication between non understanding
groups in as little as two weeks. It is called Esperanto see
easiestlanguage.info
The 1% of the population live in excessive wealth and get raises
while us 99% live in near poverty and many are often working for
less than we have in the past. CEOs make multi millions each while
their employees sometimes have to go on welfare to buy food.
Medical Corporations make excessive profits while people can't
afford needed medicine. In the past people tolerate things like this
for awhile then rebel. Capitalism has worked well but excessive
greed is the culprit here. I don’t know of a fix for greed.
Many of our modern problems are caused by poor management.
History has shown that good caring and wise management can work
wonders. Science can also solve problems.
Why not have abundance for all including you?
Managers, Leaders, Legislators and those with wealth and power
should ask
"What is the best to do for all citizens for the future."
Not what they are doing now which is What is best for my profits?

Our spaceship Earth
has no life rafts,
but it will survive us
as it has billions of
other creatures for over
4.7 billion years.

It will be here
long after mankind
makes himself extinct.
Scientists say there have
been at least 5 major
extinctions of life here.

Our home planet Earth is a mere tiny tiny speck in our solar system,
which is a mere tiny tiny speck in our galaxy, which is a mere tiny tiny
speck in the Cosmos of billions of other galaxies.
The earliest event scientists have been able to trace is about 13.8
billion years ago. There is much more that we don’t know than we
actually know. Much of what we think we know may or may not be
true. Scientists use experiments to find the truth. And they are
skeptical of all things until they are verified as the truth.
I teach technology at a college. Computers need accurate data to
be able to put out accurate information. We have a saying: Garbage in
gives you Garbage out. That is true of humans also. Scientists, Judges,
Jurys, and News Investigative Reporters don’t accept hearsay, or
information from obsolete and unverified sources. Ask Really is it a
fact. Don't take anyone's word for it require proof. Ask is it actual and
factual? Ask enough of the right questions to get all of the important
facts. Beware of untruths as the world is full of them. Insufficient fact
gathering, thinking and caring are the major causes of suffering.
Humans should be Humane. Apply the test of Truth in all learning.
Use scientific method. Science applied with wisdom and good
management has done more for mankind than anything else and can
solve massive problems. Because of the lack of this, other countries
are surpassing us in technology, production, transportation and even
meeting human needs. Doubt this?
Compare our roads, trains, health care, vacation time, and working
class income to other developed countries. Just look at test scores of
our children as compared to other countries. Many of our high school
graduates have not acquired enough knowledge to have an occupation,
make change without a calculator, find the USA on a map of the world,
and are often lacking in basic science knowledge necessary to succeed
in todays technical world.
We veterans find it particularly troubling that many have not even
learned what laws are for, and who we fought in WWII and why.
America is falling behind because we are neglecting the education of
our youth and also failing to train our workforce. We have 35,000 job
openings for skilled jobs but few people trained in them.

A few more lessons of history

The Michigan state stone is the Petoskey pebble shown above. It is a
fossil of sea animals who lived here under a warm shallow sea 364
million years ago. The area our city is on has been on several
different continents, has been over the south pole and over the
equator long before its present location. It has been red hot rock, dry
crust, dry desert, tropical rainforest, under seas, under glaciers a mile
thick, part of a frozen planet Earth, eroded by water, wind. We have
under us remains of the Killarney mountains of the upper peninsula
carried here by several glaciers. The last glaciation ended some
11,000 years ago. Around that time Paleo-Indian peoples had walked
here hunting the caribou.
See more at http://dogoodforall.today
All of human history doesn’t even amount to 1 second on the face
of a clock of all history preceding us because there is 13 billion years
of history that precedes mankind. We are at a mid point in time,
(Today) and a mid point in size (compare us to galaxies and atoms),
and science has now discovered that there are at least 10 dimensions.
The climate gradually warmed Boreal grass then forests appeared
pines, spruce, larch, then Aspen, Birch, Cottonwood grasses mosses
appeared as the climate warmed. Then came the deciduous Great
Lakes forests we see here.
The miniature horses, camels, giant sloth, saber tooth tiger and
dinosaurs had died off millions of years before. But new animals
increased in numbers until they abounded. There were big herds of
deer, buffalo, pigs, turkeys, bear, wolves. foxes, cougars, bob cats,
lots of fish and hundreds of other species of animals. The sky would
become dark with the flocks of birds. Pigeons were so numerous that
they could be hunted with a stick. Colorful song birds charmed the
wilderness with their calls. Swans and geese foraged in the shallows.
(A M Cadillac in 1701) Indians hunted, fished Waters were so pure
one could see the bottom of Lake St Clair and the Detroit River. A
few were to be feared such as the wolf, bear, cougar who avoided
humans but they would get your chickens. The worst animal of all
was here in the billions and killed more people than wars ever did.
The mosquito spread diseases and ague which is like malaria. This
disease could disable a strong man in just a few days. Many a pioneer
suffered greatly. Rats, mice and insects also spread disease and still
do. Before 1920 there were no good medicines or pain killers or
doctors with real good medical knowledge.

When the Indians were here they respected the land and water and
did not pollute. With the modern age people got careless.
Corporations in the name of profits were allowed ty foolish
legislators to pollute the water and soil. Our fish in the great
lakes are now still so willed with dangerous chemicals that they
are unsafe to eat.
Our ground water was pure. Now it is often deadly because
corporations again in the name of profit were allowed by
legislators to pollute our land and water.
Our great lakes were so pure in 1820 that you could see the
bottom of Lake St Claire and the rivers also including the Detroit
river. Now you see green poison. Even many of our beaches
have to be closed often in the summer because of the pollution.
History shows that if you put poison in the water and even in the
ground water it spreads and then costs you much more to remove
it. We are also allowing corporations to pollute the air for their
profits but what about our health. That is your and my air and
how dare the legislators allow them to pollute it. Why? The
answer is the legislators are getting bribed with big campaign
donations from the corporations.
The Nestle Company a Swiss owned company pays only $200 a
year to pump out millions of Michigan ground water and then
sells it for millions of dollars in profit. The we feel that a tax on
that water could help Michigan repair its roads and Nestle would
still make millions but certain Republican legislators who have
received big bribes from Nestle are stopping this tax bill from
being passed to the detriment of all of us in Michigan.

We have created ample for all. We throw away millions of tone
of food, clothing, plastic yearly.
All humans can now have and should have adequate good food,
clothing, shelter, medical care, education, training for jobs, and
employment. The government can provide training and create
jobs.
Education is not even dependent on building schools or hiring
teachers. Much education can now be done on an inexpensive
smartfone (modern spelling)
There are thousands of free classes online see dogoodforall.today
At this time in history poverty is unnecessary, and
unacceptable.
No child should be without adequate food, clothing, shelter,
medical care and good education.
History shows that if a country wants medical care for all its
citizens, it can accomplish it. There are 30 countries with medical
care for all citizens. Most of those are poorer than us.
A whole set of fresh ideas can be found at
https://www.thevenusproject.com/
The Venus Project of Jacque Fresco proposes an alternative vision
of what the future can be if we apply what we already know.
Unnecessary human suffering are viewed not only as avoidable,
but as totally unacceptable. If you want to more about things visit
YouTube and Wikipedia.

https://www.youtube.com/user/thevenusprojectmedia

Primitive peoples often
made forts to protect their
village against attackers.
History shows that cities
were attacked. Today we
are not prepared against
Potential threats. Our army
is overseas and our police
can sometimes be overcome.
In Israel almost every citizen is also trained for emergencies and all
of the young people are trained to protect the country. They go to
training in which they learn responsibility and what to do in
emergencies. In America it sadly appears that our young have no
emergency training and are not prepared or have acquired the
necessary maturity and responsibility. That leaves us aging veterans
to step up should there be a crisis but there is no planning or preparedness to allow us to even do that. Let’s make our country prepared
to handle emergencies. We can do that. Why not. When we are not
prepared we have additional disasters that needlessly happen for
example in the wake of hurricanes. The Indians learned to be vigilant
for threats because they knew the best way to defeat an enemy was to
catch him unprepared by surprise. If primitive people can be
prepared so can we. Let’s become vigilant and prepared. Look at
world history and you will see many who died because they were not
vigilant and prepared. Let’s learn from history.
The Indians and their ancestors lived here about 11,000 years.
They gathered wild foods, hunted animals and fished and in the last
few hundred years planted crops. They lived outside for the most part
except in the winter. Theirs was just a survival existence. Indians
often starved in the winter. Their tools were mostly made of wood,
bone, leather, plants and stone. There was little if any metal. They
were experts on nature even having many medicines made from
plants. They had verbal language saw no need for written language
so no books were written so discoveries were lost. Their culture did
not progress as other cultures did. Their main occupations were war
and survival. They were usually kind to each other in the family but
extremely cruel to enemies even relishing in torturing and eating
them. They lived in constant fear of attack and often the men went
out on raiding parties. They were organized into clans and tribes.

A sad fact of history is that killing
often of innocent persons have
been done for thousands of years
even up to present time. It is
like two ant hills a few feet
apart. One day an ant bumps in
to one from the other colony
and starts fighting. Soon
other ants from both colonies discover them fighting and join in the
fight. Soon both colonies are totally involved in killing each other.
They painfully battle for days until both colonies are wiped out. Why?
They really have nothing against each other and above all there is
plenty of food to support both colonies. There is really no reason to kill
each other. Also just like two soldiers bayonetting each other at the
same time. They have nothing against each other. Why? If we learn
from history we can see that there are much better ways of resolving
disputes than killing. We can now put laws and policing in effect to
handle things without killing. It is called civilization. We can stop the
killing even if it takes robot cops to do it.
The Iroquois massacred nearly everyone in Michigan in mid 1600
causing it to become a depopulated no-mans-land. Many of the
Europeans cheated the Indians, killed them and moved in on their
lands. The French held power from 1600-1760 when France lost a war
with the British. Cadillac set up a fort in Detroit in 1701. The French
and the British both bought furs and scalps and paid for them with
scalping knives, tomahawks, blankets, pots, guns and whiskey. The
Indians adopted many European ways and became dependent on them.
Indians would even dig up corpses and scalp them to get whiskey and
they could not handle whiskey well, leading to excessive killing and
debauchery. (Historian Silas farmer)
No settler was safe. Hundreds were killed and scalped even
children although some children were used as slaves. By 1710 nearly
6000 Indians from many tribes were visiting near the area of the Fort at
Detroit trying to get the French to give them things. This meant that
they were hunting in Warren. When the British took over Detroit in
1760 things went from bad to worse. The Indians were used to getting
paid for furs but the British paid less and quit buying furs for awhile
but they were buying scalps.

I teach technology at a college. My text books started saying 4 years
ago that 60% of most jobs will replaced by automation soon. It is
happening now. Thousands are losing their jobs but very few new
jobs are being created. We will have to either put them on welfare or
we will need to create a basic income for all. Machines will be doing
most stocking and retail jobs. Computers with AI will be replacing
many lawyers, technicians, doctors, and other skilled workers. Our
local GM factory had over 3000 workers, now 200 and many robots.
A Pharmacy machine in California has filled over 100 thousand
prescriptions without an error, while also checking drug interactions
something the human pharmacist does not have time to do. Oh and
this machine works 24/7 even when the pharmacy is closed and the
lights are off. And it never gets a paycheck or takes vacations.
Your local fast food is putting in kiosks that take orders and make
change and
putting in machines to do most of the human work.
Retail will have robots putting up stock. Lowes even has a robot that
roams the aisles helping customers. It can answer hardware questions
because it has been given the knowledge of many experienced
hardware people. It can tell you whether the item you show it is in the
store and how many are in the inventory and the price. Retail clerks
are going to be laid off by the thousands. Autonomous vehicles will
be putting millions of drivers out of work. Delivery vehicles with
compartments that open only to the credit card used to place the
order. ATMs have already replaced millions of tellers. Bots are now
writing newspaper and magazine articles
Look at the video Humans need not apply. General purpose robots
that can be told or shown how to do a job will be replacing thousands
of blue collar jobs without creating many new jobs. Lawn mowing,
carpet cleaning, trimming, dishwashing, burger flipping, planting,
crop picking, painting, stocking, doing inventory, medical coding,
answering customer questions, brick laying robots are already a
reality. But what do we do with the thousands out of work with very
few jobs to be found?

The British armed the Indians and led them on raiding parties where
they killed thousands of Indians and American settlers. They bought
scalps. They earned the title “The Bloody British” Hundreds of
settlers were murdered. Michigan, Ohio and Indiana were the
frontier and the Indians ruled with vengeance because they were
being paid to kill. European diseases decimated the Indian
population. But in late April 1763 Ottawa chief Pontiac called a
grand council of the tribes in the vicinity of Detroit and urged them
to join him in an attack upon the British fort. Thousands of Indians
gathered around the Fort at Detroit to get things they could not make
on their own from the French and later British. But the British were
not buying furs just scalps. Pontiac’s attack was foiled but the
Indians who had become dependent on European goods and whisky
hung around for years often begging or stealing. The Indians were
cheated out of their lands, and repeatedly displaced. Sometimes even
peaceful Indians were murdered. It was rule by brute force.
To discourage settlers, rumors were spread that the area was
impassable swamp. Out east the colonies of the British had grown in
population. The farmers there wanted to move to the frontier to get
new better land. Little by little they were expanding westward. The
British taxed and charged interest to the Americans. The bank of
England would not let the Americans print their own currency rather
they charged interest on use of Bank of England currency. It was a
scheme to keep the bankers in England rich. The British bullied the
colonists, enforced unfair laws, invaded homes, interfered with local
businesses, taxed drinks and shot citizens.
Americans rebelled against this tyranny. We fought wars against
the French, British and Indians with farmer minutemen patriots as
soldiers against better trained and armed forces who often
outnumbered us and we won. There are many good books on The
American Revolution.
The British did not leave until 1815 after we beat them again during
the war of 1812. Many innocent people were murdered. The frontier
was not a safe place to live.

The following is very important. We Americans formed a
government of the people, for the people under our Constitution.
This Government has three branches which counter check each
other to stop any one group from gaining too much power. The
Bill of Rights was approved to give us specific freedoms. First
Amendment guarantees the freedom of religion, of speech, of the
press, of assembly, and of petition to the government for redress of
grievances. Second Amendment gives us the right to bear arms
openly; Third Amendment freedom from quartering soldiers in a
house without owner's consent; Fourth Amendment protects
people against unreasonable search and seizure. No searches
without a warrant or probable cause. This is also about privacy
that people are supposed to be entitled to have their homes and
personal effects private and free from searches. Fifth Amendment
no person shall be held for "a capital or otherwise infamous
crime" without indictment, be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb
for the same offense, be compelled to testify against himself, or
"be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of
law." It also prohibits government from taking private property
without "just compensation,” Sixth Amendment guarantees the
right of speedy and public trial by an impartial jury in all criminal
proceedings and the right to have legal counsel for the accused
and guarantees that the accused may require witnesses to attend
the trial and testify in the presence of the accused. It also guarantees the accused a right to know the charges against him. The
seventh Amendment guarantees right of trial by jury in almost all
civil cases. 8thAmendment: Excessive bail, fines "cruel and
unusual" punishment is prohibited. We need to be alert for threats
to our rights and be prepared to defend our freedoms. The Patriot
Act and Military Commissions Act took away some of these rights
many feel unconstitutionally. The feds now record our phone calls
and Internet usage, financial transactions daily and put our
pictures, actions, locations, contacts and our private information
into big databases. (CBS NEWS) There is also now surveillance
of citizens from many cameras in and outside of buildings which
can output into face recognition software and your comings and
goings can now be tracked and stored in databases. Tiny RFID
chips the size of this . ← are being placed in everything so that
virtually everything will be trackable.
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Joseph Wampler surveyed the territory now known as Warren in
1817. He found a lot of swamp areas, several prairies and the rest
was forested. (see his notes in my big book) He found the area of
Warren Village occupied by a few squatters and some Indians. By
1818 when Macomb County was formed our ancestors had defeated
the French, Spanish, British, British bankers and Indians and
established a government with rule of law replacing the rule of brute
force that had reined for thousands of years. Pioneers could now
settle in our area without fear of attacks by Indians. Of course they
had to take steps to protect themselves from wolves, big wild cats,
bears, bison, and other varmints. There were billions of mosquitoes
which not only were a nuisance but also caused ague also known as
malaria with its terrible weakness, chills and other debilitating
effects. The first settlers arrived by canoe and later by foot. Much
later as trails were converted into roads they arrived by horseback,
wagon, stage and later by rail. The first thing the settler did was
locate his land using landmarks and measurements. See list of first
land buyers in the summary book. Pioneers began reclaiming the
land from the wilderness. Settlers had to first make temporary leanto shelters to protect them from wild animals and other men. They
had to secure a source of water then clear land to plant crops
between the stumps. Later they built better cabins, houses and barns.
Gradually the forest wilderness was converted to rough stump farms.
The main path was the State road (Sherwood) which was part of the
first road in Michigan built by wonderful Christian Moravian
Indians in 1786.

In 1834 Seven percent of the population died in a month from
cholera and other causes. (Silas Farmer p49) With epidemics,
often family members were laid side by side in common graves.
Often several family members died within a short time. Many
people died of conditions we have cures for now. (Even now we
need more medical research into the prevention of diseases.)
Many children died young. In 1918-1919 there was a terrible
influenza epidemic that killed thousands of persons in Michigan
and an estimated 25 million people world wide. There were so
many orphans that an orphan asylum was active in Detroit. War
hero Rev Abel Warren settled in just north of Warren in the
summer of 1824. Settlers came from the eastern United States
and from many lands. Charles Groesbeck settled in Section 33
Sherwood at 8 ½ in 1830. Then Charles Rivard in 1831 in Section
35. Others followed, Louis Groesbeck who made a homestead at
the northwest corner of 12 Mile and Mound. The name first used
to describe the area was Warren's Circuit or Abe's or Aba's Circuit
because there was no formal name for it yet. The Beebe Family
settled near the Creek Road that ran along the Red Run Creek.
Later on planks were laid across the marshy area of Mound south
of Creek road and a toll gate was constructed and run by John L
Beebe, to pay for the labor that went into the plank paving. This
spot then became known as Beebe's corners.
Abel Warren enlisted and served his country as a soldier in
1812 holding the rank of Sergeant. He was seriously wounded
and taken prisoner at the battle of Queenstown Heights. Having
near death experiences in the war and as a British prisoner made
him aware of the value of life." “As a pioneer local preacher, he
was abundant in labors, traveling on foot at times twenty-four
miles on the Sabbath and preaching three times, and that after a
hard week’s work on the farm, and preaching as regularly as any
stationed, preacher, and spending most of the winters in special
revival work, in Macomb, St Clair and Oakland Counties, in
which hundreds were converted, thus helping to lay the basis on
which rests the magnificent, moral and social superstructure of
this beautiful region of country.” From the History of Macomb
County. Leeson 1882. Abe had promised God that if he came out
of the war alive

he would preach the message of Jesus which was Love one
Another and to treat others as one would want to be treated
himself. He did just that in addition to helping the new settlers
solve problems and find resources. Abel Warren had a very
pleasant personality. He helped the new settlers, he walked all
over the Warren area preaching the Golden Rule and Love and
Kindness. Being the first licensed reverend in these parts he
married more settlers’ children & officiated at more funerals and
baptisms and preached at more barn meetings than anyone else.
Once while making his way on a trail in the Warren wilderness he
encountered a bear on the trail. He prayed for power from God to
overcome this adversary. He told the bear to get off of the trail
and the bear did. Abel Warren is listed in most history books of
Macomb, Oakland, and Lapeer Counties. Historian George Fuller
in “Historic Michigan” states Abe was “universally respected and
beloved by all classes, and people of all creeds.” And so it
happened that this war hero became particularly beloved to the
early pioneers and was held in very high esteem so much so that
the area near the village of Warren was called Abe’s circuit or
Warren’s circuit. The area was later named Aba Township (a
mispronunciation of his name) and on March 26, 1839 it was
renamed Warren Township. Historian Harold Stilwell favored
Abel Warren as the person who Warren Township was named
after. The Warren City Council decided in the 1950s to name the
city after another Warren who never set foot in Warren and had
died 64 years earlier. This person was Dr Joseph Warren born in
Roxbury, Mass. 11 June, 1741; died in Charlestown, Mass., 17
June, 1775 in The Battle of Bunker Hill. Both of these Warrens
were war heroes, had honorable lives and both deserve to be
remembered. But which one was actually the one they named the
Township after is not important. We know that the pioneers
admired their friend Abel Warren. We are reasonably sure that
they for the most part did not even know about Joseph Warren.
His name may have been just picked off a list of deserving
candidates from the Revolutionary war. So let’s honor both of
them. So the Warren name honors two great men both named
Warren. And it honors a great pioneer family. It is the right thing
to do and it is what the pioneers themselves would have wanted.

Most cooking was
done outside
How did the pioneers
live? They came with
few tools and against
terrific odds met with determination
what modern people
would term impossible problems. Imagine for
a moment being left completely on your own in a forest
wilderness with no: insect repellent, house or shelter no super
markets, restaurants or fast food places, no showers no electricity,
no appliances, no telephone, no power saws, no gas heat, no
running waters no cars, tractors or trucks, no machines, no radios,
TV or entertainment, no canned foods, pop, beer, no paper
products, no bottled milk, or other packaged foods, no street
lights or even streets, no police, no coffee, no credit cards, no job,
no ready made bread, no toilets no toilet paper. Courageous
pioneers felled the trees drained wet areas, constructed log cabins,
and tilled the land. Cooking had to be done outside until a
fireplace could be constructed. All food had to be gathered from
wild plants or hunted then butchered outside. Everything had to
come from the wilderness and everything had to be made by
hand. Almost everything had to be done outside in the heat, cold,
rain or snow and mosquitoes. If a settler had livestock, pens had
to be built, trees and brush cleared and crops planted between the
stumps. Life for the first settlers was extremely difficult. Warren
sprouted a Tavern, trading post, distillery, a mill and later other
businesses. It has been reported that the main industries in the
early days of the village other than farming was making of bricks
(Hartzig, Trombly, Grobbel) saw mills, flour and feed mills, and
wagon and buggy making. “On April 3, 1837 a number of citizens
met at the home of Louis Groesbeck to organize the government
of the Township. From that point on we had decent civil
government, justices of the peace.
There was an armed County Sheriff
and judges to enforce laws. It was a
wilderness with a few stump farms
and dirt trails being improved every
day.

Cooking was done outdoors until safe fireplaces could be built in
side. The hearth provided heat, light, cooking, drying, social area
, and fumes and was labor intensive, inefficient and dangerous.
It was replaced by the stove. Rain water was collected as it was p
ure. Later big cisterns were built into basements where rain water
from roofs was collected. That gave free pure water to be used fo
r any purpose. We could do that today and save money.

INSIDE EARLY HOMES Every thing came from nature. They had to
make everything themselves. Stores were set up but had relatively few
goods at first and the farmers had practically no money. They would
have to trade in eggs, chickens, meat etc for goods.

Lots of nice berries

Daily Activities The Diary of an American Farmer in Michigan
shows how life was in the late 1800s. It shows: what was done
each day, where they went, what the family did, the weather
conditions in Michigan, daily happenings, births and deaths that in
some cases were not recorded by the government. It is a treasure
of daily information of that era. Farm life in was dictated by the
season and the weather. There were no weather forecasts. Weather
just happened when it did with little or no warning. Winter forced
everyone inside a lot more. Much time was spent tending the fire.
The chores still had to be done. That meant the animals had to be
fed, watered and pens cleaned. Cows had to be milked twice a day.
Wood had to be gathered cut in small sections and repairs worked
on. A bed canopy caught critters that fell from the ceiling. Winter
was a time to do spinning of wool or flax and to do weaving and
husking. The family was almost continually busy with things that
needed to be done like husking corn, breaking beans, making and
repairing things. Trips to the outhouse were not fun in the winter
or bad weather or safe at night due to wild animals like wolves
and bears. That is why many had a chamber pot. Not used for
cooking. Roofs and buildings had to be protected from ice and
snow damage. Kids went to school regardless of the weather. (part
of their job) Spring on the farm was welcome relief from the cold
and from being indoors. Repairing the tools plowing and sowing
were the big items. Hopefully you had enough seeds to do the job.
The boys could get out of school if their dad needed them but
often it was hard work. Preparing tools, ground preparation,
cleaning, planting, weeding and fixing had to be done. Summer on
the farm was in the heat, no school, but lots of mosquitoes,
Summer work: weeding, often by hand in the sun and heat,
cultivation and hopefully no one got sick. Late June strawberry
season and sore backs from picking. July raspberry picking and
preserving. Early August corn was ready to be harvested. Late
summer was the most difficult time of the year with harvesting
work. Often from sunrise to sunset. Fourth of July holiday
community picnics, food games, fun, fiddle music singing dancing
seeing that favorite girl or boy from other farms. Sometimes
romance. Wild berries had to be picked, dried or preserved.
Autumn harvest time for beans, potatoes, squash, cabbage, wheat,
oats, rye, apples, and other crops.

Van Dyke Views 1

The housewife made preserves, jellies and preserved various
foods for the winter. Various crops like potatoes, pumpkins, and
apples were stored in the cellar. Corn had to be cut, shocked and
husked often everyone had to help. Late fall the children returned
to school. The sleighs and snow shoes were prepared for use
when the snow hit. There were no snow blowers. Sometimes there
were winter community events, ice skating, sledding, spelling
bees and social gatherings. Sundays there were church services.
Some evenings there were singins, sugar socials, hops, dances.
The good of the Good Old Days: In general life was slower
paced, less hectic than now. Everyone worked even children had
chores. There was in most families (not all) Love and Kindness
and cooperation. It was thru cooperation that they survived.
American settlers were for the most part "civilized." They had
respect for each other and acted toward others as they would want
to be treated themselves. We call that the Golden Rule. Children
were taught to be responsible for their actions. Everyone had their
job to do. Everyone pulled their own weight. Fathers were strict.
Boys and sometimes girls who disobeyed were whipped with a
willow switch, or spanked on behind but seldom abused. Ask old
timers they mostly say the results were better than today.
(permissiveness) The Air and Water were Pure. People worked
harder physically but were usually happier. There was singins,
barn dances, preachins , barn raising Bees, plowin and quilting
Bees. If you read Daniel Stewart's Diary there was even a farmers
traveling band. If you visited a neighbor you would most likely
be invited for dinner. Train trips on the old Steam trains; Less
pressure and stress; Few if any bills to pay. No telemarketers;
Good Hunting with lots of wildlife. Local citizens were aware of
what went on in the community and any threats to it. They could
and did muster minutemen to defend the community on a few
minutes notice.

MAKING CLOTHING
Pioneers often left most of what they had and could only bring
with them what they could carry.. They most often had only
two sets which did not include shoes. One was to wear and the
other to wear when the first was being boiled. (to kill varmits)
Virtually everyone was a farmer with very little money . They
could not get money until they had enough of a crop that was
not needed to eat or for seed to sell Farmers used flax, and
animal fibers to spin and then to weave or knit into clothing.
Sometimes animal hides were scraped clean tanned worked to
be broken into softer clothing then sewed together to make
clothing. Drop spindles were used if they did not own a
spinning wheel which was more efficient. After fibers were
spun into yarn it could be woven or knitted.

Above drop spindle
Right home made
hand loom

Old Old time recreation For
recreation in these old days
there was first of all walking
the crops, buggy rides, horse
riding, picnics barbecues good
wholesome food. Winter sleigh
riding, and ice sliding, sledding
and skating. Kids made snow forts
and had snow ball battles. Bond
fire or smaller campfire stories, singing. There was visiting neighbors,
barn raisings, house raisings, husking bees threshing parties, singins and
social gatherings, often at or sponsored by the local churches, sometimes
for young people called hops and sugar socials where young people
could meet sometimes resulting in marriages. There were often fiddlers
or other musicians, Local farmers daughters married local farmers sons.
There were square dances, old time games, foot races, jumping,
wrestling, pitching, tug of war, marching and singing games. Contests
often included bobbing for apples, pie eating, greased pig, three legged
race, potato sac race. There was a little drinking of hard cider often
served by politicians at election parties. Sometimes the circus came to a
nearby town. People were happy they felt that they were members of a
community. They cared for each others welfare, (unlike now where most
are alienated) There was a feeling of community a sense of pride and
security most families had rifles used against intruders, to get food and
for the occasional sheriff posse hunting down a criminal. Michigan
became a State 1837. At this time Warren was just beginning to be
settled. Soon saw mills were set up to cut logs into boards which were
better for building. Detroit. Eastern Market was founded in 1841(our
farmers sold produce there. The population of Warren Township was
249 in 1837, 337 in 1840, and 421 in 1845. The new immigrants were
mostly, from New England. Transportation in our area for most of its
history was by foot or show shoes and canoe. There were no roads at all.
There were foot trails thru the woods. A stage ran from Detroit to Utica
brought mail in the 1830s. Beebe’s was about half way. The State Road
was located on present day Sherwood road. The little settlement located
near what is now Ten mile road and Sherwood was called Kunrod’s
corners. The so called road was so poor that 18

it probably jousted passengers around and could be so muddy as to
stop travel. This led to a rail road built along State Road running
from Detroit to Shelby & Utica about 1838. At first it had wooden
rails, poles strapped to logs then later iron rails. The single
railroad car was pulled by horses. Later iron straps were placed on
top of the wood but these proved dangerous. After 1840 rough
housing shelters were replaced with log cabins. Farmers cut down
the forests, broke the tough topsoil with ploughs. Horses were not
strong enough to break up thick grass prairies. Oxen could do that
better. First there were plantings of corn and vegetables planted
between girdled trees and tree stumps as the ground was not ready
for wheat. These stump farms of the 1830s and 1840s gradually
became improved farms with well tilled soil, fences, livestock
pens, & orchards. Frame houses replaced log cabins. Farms were
improved. The use of horses and other animals for transportation
declined after invention of the automobile. The men above drove
a bayonet through each other. They never met and had nothing
against each other. What did killing each other solve? US Civil
War 1861-1865 was a painful war in which 700,000 died. Over
one half of the military age population served in the Union Army.
15,000 Michigan soldiers gave their lives to preserve our country.
These deaths could have actually been avoided had intelligent
reasoning prevailed. They had not learned from history. The
Detroit Free Press called for a negotiated settlement. In 1861
Virginia tried to organize a peace conference to avoid war by
finding non violent solutions to the nation's problems. Foolishly
these efforts were ignored dooming thousands.
p 19

There are better ways to solve problems than killing. Ending a life
often still does not solve the real problem but in invasions it does.

Doctors before 1900 had little medical knowledge and few medicines to
work with and they were often ineffective. There were no pain pills.
There was a Dr William Simonds who often got paid in chickens
according to his family which historian Wesley Arnold interviewed. See
more about Dr Garrison, Dr John Flynn, Doctor W H Smith and other
local doctors and also info on fires, droughts, floods, many notable
persons and many other topics on my website. Beebe’s settlement grew
and was incorporated as Warren Village in 1893. Several merchants set
up on Mound at Chicago Road. Later the village had gasoline lamps
installed for evening lighting with A.C Lyons as lamplighter. He had
married John Beebe's daughter and was also the village clerk just after
his brother in law Charles Beebe. There were hundreds of merchants
over the years. See my website for them. You can also read there about
the “King of Warren,” and other interesting persons. See my huge
Who’s Who in the archive or website. http://dogoodforall.today
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THESE ARE OUR YOUNG PEOPLE MURDERED NEEDLESSLY AND
ON PURPOSE FOR WHAT? WHY? Over3,000 have died as result of 9-11
plus 8,000 more of our boys and girls have been murdered plus 32,000
American casualties. There have been 33,244 attacks by Islamists since 9-11
and that was the second attack on the WTC. The first was on 2/26/1993 when
1000 were injured. The Queran orders them to kill nonbelievers in many
verses. Verify it for your yourself here are a few: 2:189-191, 9:5, 9:11-14,
9:57, 47:4, 9:29, 3:84, 66:7, 8:66, 2:216, 4:89, 8:60, fight 2:193, 2:222 and more.

And they are promised to go to
Heaven if the kill infidels.
More verifiable information at
http://thereligionofpeace.com
The mound builders had Churches
in area over1,000 years BP. 1st ME
Was in a log cabin built for it then
c1850. After the white ME church
above was built the log cabin
became first Warren school. Had
log benches. Was near Chicago Rd
& Ryan.

Two soldiers bayonetting each other. They have nothing against each other.
Why? If we learn from history we can see that there are much better ways of
resolving disputes than killing. We can now discuss and put laws and policing
in effect. It is called civilization. We can stop the killing even if it takes robot
cops to do it. It is like two ant hills a few feet apart. One day an ant bumps in
to one from the other hill and starts fighting. Soon other ants from both hills
discover them fighting and join in the fight. Soon both are totally involved in
killing each other. They will painfully battle for days until both colonies are
wiped out. Why? They really have nothing against each other and above all
there is plenty of food to support both colonies. There is really no reason to kill
each other. This is unnecessary unacceptable, irresponsible, unwise, immature,
obsolete, and inhumane behavior. We need to stop the killing going on today.
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From a postcard.
Notice the horse shed at
bottom left.

Volunteers are improving St Clement Cemetery.
One who is a civil engineer has led the group.
The have installed drainage tiles throughout the
ole part of the cemetery except one spot (which
needed them because the parish wanted to
seed instead.) They also installed catch basins
and a pump and reconnect to city sewer which
had been neglected in past. Now after over a
year there is no flooding. Only that one spot
seems to always be damp but surprise there is
an underground spring pushing up water from
rock layers below. Foundations of stones were
improved or replaced and stones leveled.
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TRAIN TRAVEL
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COUNTRY STORES 1800s
Almost every town eventually had a country store,
a tavern and a blacksmith.

Free money to go to school
There are millions of dollars in scholarships not given out every
year simply because no one applied for them. Many do not even
ask for your financial information. Some are random draw
monthly. See http://dogoodforall.today/ This site also has
Videos on New Important Technology, Job leads, links to free
knowledge sources. This is a great resource.
Learning is now FREE online
Go to Wikipedia the biggest, most up to date encyclopedia. Is
usually accurate and now has references. Go to Wikiversity,
University, Wiktionary Dictionary and thesaurus, Wikiquote
quotations, Wikinews, Wikibooks Free textbooks and manuals
Wikisource, Wikidata, knowledge base , Wikivoyage etc. Wiki
How to do many things.
Free classes on many topics.
Do a search for free classes on Google. One is Khan Academy has
hundreds https://www.khanacademy.org/
Learn about almost anything,
almost anytime, for free There are thousands of websites which
offer free information You will have to search for them. The
biggest search engine is https://www.google.com/ This one
https://duckduckgo.com/ which claims they keep your searches
private.
See free learning videos on virtually any topic
There are Thousands of websites which feature the above for
videos the best is
http://www.youtube.com
Free unclaimed money and property.
Many of my college students and others have received money
from unclaimed property sites. A student got $3000 from a
forgotten bank account which had belonged to a relative who had
died. Another got her own tax refund she had forgotten. Go to
http://michigan.gov/ and click on unclaimed property.

Old time Wisdom
Franklin's Maxims:
Silence. Speak only what will benefit others or yourself.
Order. Let all things have their places. Let each part of your
business have its time.
Resolution. Resolve to perform what you ought. Perform without
fail what you resolve.
Frugality. Make no expense but to do good to others or
yourself; that is; waste nothing.
Industry. Louse no time. Be always employed in something
useful. Cut off all unnecessary actions.
Cleanliness. Tolerate no uncleanliness in body, clothes or
habitation.
Tranquility. Be not disturbed at accidents, common or
unavoidable, or at trifles.
Humility. Imitate Jesus, Socrates and Confucius.
Do the Most Good while you still can.
The greatest good for the greatest number.
The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few.
Cause no harm by your actions or inaction.
Don't do to others what you don't want done to yourself. Scouting
has useful and practical programs for boys and girls and in fact
for everyone.
Scouting teaches Survival Skills, Leadership, Practical
Knowledge and good Morals. Scouts learn preparedness and
leadership for life. See http://scouthandbook.info/ for more
including Camping skills, Directions, Orienting, Maps, Compass,
knots, Survival Skills, Fire Building, Rifle use, Aviation,
Canoeing, Sailing, Climbing, First Aid, Cooking, Making free
efficient little stoves, Signaling, Safety, Amateur Radio that works
when phones are out. Planning and going on High Adventure
Trips, Flying etc. 33

Wisdom: Ideas to Help You be a Success. Wisdom stands the
test of time. Think Learn, Knowledge is power. He who learns but
does not think, is lost! He who thinks but does not learn is in
great danger. Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's
ignorance. Study the past, if you would improve the future and
not repeat the mistakes. Take time to: Think, Set Goals, Make a
Plan to Reach Your goals, Work Your Plan, Reevaluate, Succeed.
Be vigilant, Be informed, Read more, use best sources, Surround
yourself with positive, wise, drug free, knowledgeable friends. Be
Prepared. Question everything. Don't assume. Know yourself.
Ask why. Think! Most problems are caused by failing to get
enough info. Ask Questions. When the going gets tough, the
tough get going! Do what you can one step at a time.
Nothing gives one person so much advantage over another as to
remain always cool and unruffled under all circumstances.
When angry count to ten before you speak. If very angry, count to
one hundred, think of the consequences. To test ideas ask: Is it the
right thing to do? Is it fair to all?
DO ONLY AS YOU WANT TO BE DONE TO. Better to light a
candle than to curse the darkness.
As a person thinks so
they are. ones character is the sum of ones thoughts. As a person
thinks so they are. Be observant Look for opportunities. I will
pass thru this world but once. Any good, therefore, that I can do
or any kindness I can show to any other being let me do it now.
Let me not defer nor neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.
Courtesy and kindness persuade more than rage.
The best way
to get something done, is to begin. If it is to be it's up to me.
Observe the good points of others and adopt them. Observe bad
points of others and correct them in yourself. Do not waste your
time it is valuable and finite. Life is short. Time is money. To see
the right and not to do it is cowardice. 34

Don't impose on others what you yourself do not desire.
What you do not want done to yourself, do not do to others. Do only as
you would want to be done to yourself
TO BE A SUCCESS PREPARE FOR AND THINK SUCCESS!
Wisdom, compassion (Kindness), courage, integrity and concern for the
community are the universally recognized moral qualities. Selfishness
and greed are the worst.
When the people fear the government, there
is tyranny. When the government fears the people, there is liberty. Tom
Jefferson
Faced with what is right, to leave it undone shows a lack of courage.
Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your
life. God has given me this day to use as I will. I can waste it, or use it
for good purpose. But what I do with this day is important. Because I
have exchanged one day of my life for it. When tomorrow comes, today
will be gone forever. Children learn what they live with. If they live with
criticism, they learn to condemn, live with hostility, learn to fight, with
ridicule, learn to be shy, with shame, learn to feel guilty, with tolerance,
learn to be patient, If a child lives with encouragement, he learns
confidence, with praise, learns to appreciate. with fairness, learns justice,
with approval, learns to like himself. with acceptance & friendship,
learns to find love in the world. with hate, learns to hate. lives with
violence, he learns to be violent. If a child lives with love, he learns to
love. They live what they learn.
In a country well governed, poverty is something to be ashamed of. In a
country badly governed, wealth is something to be ashamed of.
The easiest way to enslave people is to disarm them or to catch them
unprepared to defend themselves.
The greatest good is to do
good work for the community.
In other words do the most good for all.
An old epitaph reads: Do the most good while you can before it is too
late.
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Non-Profit Computer Store with Best Bargains
For years people have pitched old monitors and computers out in
the trash. It was discovered that the lead in the soldier was
harmful to children when it got into the water supply. Warren's
pioneer in keeping these materials out of our water is Ron Bryant
who runs a non profit business named Silicon Alley Recyclers.
For many years he has allowed people to drop off their old
monitors, computers and other electronics at his warehouse
located at 24835 West side of Ryan just South of 10 Mile Road.
586 275 5905 (next to Wendy's)
He picks up computers and
monitors from businesses salvages the metals and referbs working
computers by wiping the hard drive and reinstalling Windows and
adding other useful programs such as Open Office the equivalent
of Microsoft Office, and anti-virus programs. He sells these
refurbished notebook, desktop computers and printers for $49 and
up. He has workable TV sets from $19. There are many used
electronic items in his store such as flat LCD computer screens.
He does very little advertising. The reason this business is
mentioned here is that many students and people in the Warren
area need computers and printers and they can get good working
ones at Silicon Alley for dirt cheap prices. This guy is concerned
with saving our environment and preventing children from being
harmed from lead in poisoning. He has good quality used
computers and monitors people need but almost nobody knows
about this non profit store. He has the best prices and bargains in
our area. Since I am a college professor teaching Information
Technology I see the great values he offers to our community and
that is why it is mentioned.
He also does computer repair
should you need yours fixed. I have owned four of his machines
which worked fine for several years. One more thing that really
endeared me to him was that he offered to provide a place where
people could pick up my history books and DVDs without
charge. 36

BUSINESSES

Basil David Sausage vendor
and he had good food.

Music

Technology
From fone booth to smart fone
From Abacus to mechanical
calculator, to slide rule, to
electronic calculator.
Personal digital assistant, HP
Ipac, to psalm to combined
with smart fone. And
computers went room room
sized to smart fone and soon
will be on a wrist band, watch
or in eye glasses. They say they
will put them in a little chip in
the skin behind your ear next.

TRANSPORTATION

More transportation

Warren Village founded in 1893

Warren Village
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Freedom of Speech, of the press is a Human
Right in the Constitution and in The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Corporations made billions on recent wars
while our young people died. This is criminal.

Corporations and the rich are hogging the
profits and not paying living wages and this is
hurting most Americans. This is Criminal Greed.

YOU ARE NOT POWERLESS. SPEAK UP.
Become informed and vote for representatives
and senators who will represent your interests
not those of corporations. Many of them in
both federal and state are taking thousands in
bribes and are favoring corps not us. We need
To throw them out of office. Get informed.

STOP KILLING, SUFFERING, NEGLECT of HUMAN RIGHTS
READ THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

